We present a peer logging system for reducing performance 
Introduction
While modern distributed shared memory (DSM) systems hide the details of explicit communication management, they cannot hide the increased risk of system failure. For any distributed system the mean time to failure (MTTF) is inversely proportional to the number of nodes in the system. Large DSM applications need fault tolerance to ensure their completion in volatile distributed environments.
A number of fault-tolerant techniques have been suggested for DSM systems. Experimental results, however, have been limited to systems using sequential consistency models. We present in this paper a self-reliant fault-tolerant protocol that is sufficiently general to be applied to almost any consistency model. To demonstrate its generality, we present experimental results for two DSMs: Cashmere and TreadMarks.
Traditional fault-tolerant systems have logged data needed for system recovery to local disks. The protocol presented in this paper can use either local disks or peer-based network logging. In a peer-based system, each node has a designated peer. Recovery information is replicated across the network to the peer. Our results show that peer logging reduces log latency and in some cases drastically reduces fault-tolerant overhead.
An important design decision in any DSM system is the placement of page meta-data. Depending on the DSM protocol, page meta-data includes information such as page location, which processes hold valid copies of pages, and when each process last saw a valid copy of a page. Meta-data placement and management becomes especially important when planning for recovery from failures. As will be shown later, systems that maintain localized meta-data provide much lower fault tolerance overhead.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief overview of the architecture and operating models of modern DSM systems. Section 3 examines fault tolerance issues as they relate to DSM. Section 4 describes our fault-tolerant DSM protocol. Our simulations and experimental methodology are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we examine the experimental data. We discuss related work in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 we summarize and discuss future work.
Distributed Shared Memory
Distributed shared memory (DSM) systems extend the shared memory programming model to loosely coupled distributed processors. In a common distributed system each processor has its own local memory; see Figure 1 . The processors communicate by passing messages through a network. The DSM system is responsible for providing consistency between local copies of shared memory. The DSM system converts shared memory modifications to network messages. DSM systems have been implemented both in hardware [15] and in software [2, 3, 10, 16] .
Software DSM systems are particularly interesting because they can be used on either specialized networks or on commodity networks such as Ethernet [17] and ATM [14] . Using a software DSM, a network of workstations can be turned into a parallel processing environment. Programs designed for tightly-coupled, bus-based architectures can be run with little modification. Programmer productivity is increased through the use of a familiar model: shared memory.
The DSM system is responsible for providing each node with a consistent view of shared memory. The DSM system maintains consistency using a model, which describes how the program interacts with shared memory, and a protocol, which describes how shared memory on one processor interacts with shared memory on another. Common consistency models/protocols include:
Sequential consistency [13] requires that a read from any shared object will reflect the most recent write by any processor to that object. Object modifications must be propagated immediately to all sharing processors.
Release consistency [6] relaxes consistency guarantees based on the insight that programs use synchronization objects to guard access to data objects. In release consistency, writes need to become visible at remote processors only when a synchronization release become visible. Release consistency allows optimizations such as collecting all writes and transferring them with the released synchronization object in a single message. [9] reduces network bandwidth by lazily copying only objects used by acquiring processors. When a processor acquires a synchronization object it sends the releasing processor a vector time stamp. The time stamp records the intervals when the acquiring processor last received data from each of the other processors. The releasing processor returns a message containing a list of exactly the data modified during the intervals that are in the releaser's logical past, but not in the logical past of the acquirer. [2] reduces the number and size of messages (compared to release consistency) by binding data objects to synchronization objects. When a processor acquires a synchronization object, it receives modifications only for the related data objects.
Lazy release consistency

Entry consistency
DSM systems can collect data object modifications using virtual memory hardware, instrumented store operations, or labeled access functions. In VM hardware based systems, sub-page modification granularity can be achieved by twinning and diffing or by ongoing write-through to the home node. Before modifying a page, a processor copies the page creating a twin. A diff is created by enumerating the differences between the modified page and twin made before the modifications.
DSM protocols can be classified as either update or invalidate. In an invalidate protocol, the acquiring processor receives invalidation notices for modified objects. The acquiring processor will request a modification only when it attempts to access an invalidated variable. In an update protocol, the acquiring processor receives the actual modifications. Invalidate protocols wins if the number of modifications needed by the acquiring processor is a small subset of the modifications made before a release.
Fault Tolerance
Error-free processes fail when the node on which they run fails. In a single uniprocessor, to recover from failure, the failed process must be restarted either on the same node, in the case of transient failure, or on another node. In a shared memory system, recovery must also include the DSM.
Richard and Singhal [19] describe a fault-tolerant checkpointing and logging method for sequential consistency DSM systems. They use a volatile in-memory log and a stable disk log. Before reading a shared page, the processor makes a copy of the page in the volatile log. When another process requests a page, the logged page is moved to stable storage before satisfying the remote request. The volatile log is cleared when pages are moved to stable log. The stable log is reset after each checkpoint. Because a page can be invalidated by another process at any time, it must be logged every time it is read. To start recovery, the program loads the lastest checkpoint and begins replay. Whenever the recovering process needs a remote page, it retrieves the page from the stable log. By using logged pages, the process sees exactly the same data that it saw before the failure.
Suri et al [23] improve on the work of Richard and Singhal. For sequential consistency, they log the contents of the page only on the first read rather than logging a page each time it is read. When the page is invalidated, they log the number of times the page was read before being invalidated. On recovery the page is invalidated after it has been read the specified number of times. They also present a fault-tolerant lazy release consistency protocol. Lazy release consistency DSM systems invalidate pages only as result of an acquire on a synchronization object. Their LRC protocol logs the page the first time it is read and the list of invalidated pages at an acquire.
Neves et al [18] describe fault-tolerant protocol for entry consistency DSM systems using only a volatile log. Before releasing an object, a process copies it into the volatile log. If the acquiring process fails at some time in the future, it can recover by asking the releasing process to provide it with a new copy of the logged object. The log entries needed by a single process are distributed among the prior object owners. After a checkpoint, log entries are garbage collected by sending messages to all nodes in the system. A log entry can be discarded only when all processes that subsequently requested the object have been checkpointed. If a second node fails before all processes have checkpointed, recovery cannot be guaranteed.
An alternative to checkpointing is replication. Kermarrec et al [11] describe a fault-tolerant sequential consistency DSM system. Their system takes advantage of the page duplication inherent in DSM systems. Periodically a global checkpoint is created by making sure that duplicates exist for all shared pages. All pages are then marked read only. As write faults take place, a new writable page is created. Modifications and future readers use this page. When the next checkpoint is made, the written page is duplicated and the pages from the last checkpoint are discarded. In the case of a single node failure, the entire system must role back to the last checkpoint.
The protocol we present in the next section is similar to the self reliant work of Richard and Singhal, and of Suri et al. Each process of a DSM program is responsible for its own fault tolerance. The process must preserve any information necessary to guarantee that replay after a failure is externally indistinguishable from the original execution. The process is self reliant both before failure and after a failure. A process must make any preparation for failure without changing the state of other processes in the system and it must be able to recover from a failure without causing the rollback of any other processes.
Our protocol differs from earlier self-reliant protocols in that we use peer logging to reduce fault-tolerant overhead. For most DSM systems, peer logging reduces logging time and shortens the critical path of distributed applications. Our peer logging differs from the work of Neves et al and Kermarrec et al in that we support isolated node recovery.
Peer Logging
Log latency is the primary performance cost of fault tolerance. A disk log operation has finished only when the log entry and any disk meta-data have been safely flushed to disk. While disk logs are reliable, cheap, and non-volatile, they also have large latencies. Even the fastest disks have latencies on the order of a few million CPU cycles.
Disk latency becomes a crucial issue when it lengthens the critical path of program execution. For most DSM programs, the critical path follows access to a synchronization object or a data page. A process acquires the object, modifies some data and passes the object to another process. For reliable fault tolerance, the object cannot be passed until the acquire has been logged. If log latency is large, compared to the time the object is held, the program's critical path will grow.
We reduce log latency by using a remote peer as a log provider. Data is logged by sending an asynchronous message to the log provider. Once the message has been sent, the requesting process can continue. The log provider starts an asynchronous disk operation to create a non-volatile copy of the log and then returns a acknowledgement to the requester. The requesting process considers the log operation finished when it receives the acknowledgement from the log provider. Spooling to disk is not required for correctness of the protocol because a valid backup of the data exists in the memory of the log provider. We spool log entries to disk to reduce memory usage on the logging peer. In the case of failure, the process is restored by reading log entries over the network from the peer.
The log provider's process state is not changed by receipt of a log request. Conceptually, logging and computation are two separate processes. Logging state need not be preserved because it is not externally visible. Only the log entries are externally visible, and then only to the process that made the log and only in the case of failure. The log provider can operate as either a secondary task on a peer that is running the same DSM program or as a log "server" that only manages log entries and does not participate in meaningful computation.
Our protocol is divided into a failure preparation phase and a failure recovery phase. Failure preparation is responsible for guaranteeing that in the case of a failure the failure recovery phase can restore the process to its pre-failed state. Failure preparation consists of the following:
1. The process makes periodic checkpoints. The checkpoints must contain sufficient information to completely recover the process state at the point of the checkpoint. The checkpoint should include all private data and local copies of shared memory pages.
2. Whenever the process receives information from another process, it logs the information asynchronously to reliable storage. Incoming messages include page invalidation and write notices, responses to requests for copies of remote pages caused by local page faults, and acquire and release operations on synchronization objects. In the case of failure, the logged messages will be used to ensure that recovery matches the path of the original execution.
3. Before sending any messages that reflect internal state, the process must wait for any relevant outstanding log operations to finish. This wait ensures that state becomes externally visible only after the data necessary to recreate it has been safely logged. For example, in the case of a remote request to satisfy a page fault, the processor must ensure that any pages read prior to modifying the specified page have been logged. 4 . After a periodic checkpoint has been committed, the prior checkpoint and all intervening log entries are discarded. The frequency of checkpoints can be adjusted to meet application requirements based on the size of available log space, checkpoint cost and desired recovery time.
5. In the case that the log provider fails, the process must find another log provider and create a checkpoint before fulfilling any network requests. By creating a new checkpoint, the process removes any need for the missing log entries. A window of vulnerability does exist between the time the log provider fails and the point when the new checkpoint has been committed to a new log provider. This window of vulnerability can be reduced by duplicating log providers. It is assumed that in most cases, the time to locate a new log provider and create a new checkpoint is sufficiently small to provide a desired level of fault tolerance.
The second phase of our fault-tolerant protocol is failure recovery. After a failure has been detected, the process on the failed node must be recovered before execution of the DSM program can continue. The processor can be recovered either on the original or on another node. Our protocol does not require an explicit mechanism for suspending other processes in the DSM system. The other processes will continue forward execution until they reach a point at which they require information from the failed process. At that point they stall until the failed process has recovered. During recovery, requests from remote processes are queued for processing after recovery completes. Failure recovery consists of the following:
1. The last checkpoint for the failed process is restored. The process can be restored either on the same physical node on which it was originally running or on another node. The restored checkpoint contains all data available locally to the process when the checkpoint was taken.
2. After restoring the checkpoint, execution of the failed process rolls forward. As the replay continues, the process will need data that was originally supplied via network messages. At each message receive point, such as a request for a remote page or a synchronization object, the message is retrieved from the log provider. The logged message is identical to the original message so execution follows a path exactly the same as that of the process before failure.
3. Process recovery completes when all of the log entries have been replayed.
Experimental Methodology
Our experimental results were measured using execution driven simulations. Our simulator consists of two parts, a MINT [24, 25] front end and a memory system back end. MINT runs native parallel applications using the MIPS II instruction set. Memory references are passed to the memory system back end which determines which operations continue and which wait. This information is fed back to the MINT front end. Table 2 details basic hardware parameters used in the simulation. To avoid the complexity of simulating operation system software the simulation uses constant numbers for disk scheduling, network message handling and VM interrupt handlers. We believe that our parameters accurately reflect optimistic, but achievable numbers. As with any system, your actual mileage may vary.
Our test application suite consists of four programs: appbt, em3d, sor and water. Appbt is from the NAS parallel benchmark suite [1] . Em3d is from the Split-C [4] project at UC Berkeley. Sor is a local computation kernel. Water is part of the SPLASH suite [21] .
Appbt calculates approximate solutions to Navier-Stokes differential equations modeling heat dissipation. Appbt uses linear arrays to represent higher dimensional data structures. Each processor is assigned a separate square area. Communication between processors occurs only on boundaries between the areas. We simulate 5 time steps over 4096 grid points.
Em3d models the propagation of electro-magnetic waves through objects in three dimensions. A preprocessing step models the problem as computation on an irregular bipartite graph containing nodes representing electric and magnetic field values. Computation consists of step-wise integration of field forces alternating between electric and magnetic field nodes. A node's value is calculated based on the value of its neighbors. For our simulations, we simulate 65536 field nodes. Each node is connected to 5 neighbors with 5% of all neighbors located on a remote process. Each process is statically assigned a 1=n fraction of the nodes for the duration of the program. We calculate the field for 10 time steps.
Sor computes the steady state temperature of a metal sheet using a banded parallelization of red-black successive overrelaxation on a 1024x1024 grid. Sharing occurs between processing neighbors. We simulate 10 time steps. Water is an N-body dynamics simulation of water molecules in a cubic box. The simulation evaluates forces and potentials using Newtonian equations of motion. To avoid computing all the n 2 =2 pairwise interaction among molecules, a spherical cutoff range is set at a radius of half the box length. Water uses static scheduling to increase data locality. During any time step, a single process will share data with at most half of the other processes. We simulate 256 molecules for 3 time steps.
Our simulations consist of two DSM protocols, TreadMarks and Cashmere. TreadMarks [10] represents the state of the art in software-only DSM systems. It uses a multiple-writer, lazy release consistency model to reduce network bandwidth and minimize the impact of network latency. Shared memory accesses are detected using the virtual memory protection mechanisms. Updates collected using twinning and diffing. Page invalidations are forwarded with synchronization objects and diffs are forwarded on read faults. Cashmere [12] takes advantage of memory mapped hardware to remove the need for diffs. Modifications to shared memory are written through the network to a master copy of each page. To ease management, a common protocol page directory is maintained in distributed, globally modifiable memory. Access to the global directory is protected with locks. Cashmere provides software coherence with performance close to hardware-only systems.
Our TreadMarks simulation logs synchronization object operations, page invalidation notices, and received diffs. The Cashmere simulation logs directory entries on all directory operations, write notices on acquires, incoming master pages on page faults and synchronization object operations.
For each simulation we collect data varying several parameters. For a base case, the coherence protocols have no fault tolerance support. We simulate each protocol using both disk and peer logging. Our disk logging simulations assume a log-based file system. Any single log entry can be committed to disk with a single disk seek. Subsequent log entries that reach the disk controller prior to the termination of the first operation need not pay the seek latency. Our peer logging simulations use the same network mechanisms as the coherence protocol.
In addition to log provider, we also vary the type of network from 10Mb/s Ethernet to 155Mb/s ATM and 50MB/s Memory Channel [7] . The Ethernet numbers assume a 51 byte UDP packet overhead. The ATM numbers use a standard packet containing 48 data bytes and 5 bytes of overhead. The Memory Channel hardware is memory mapped and provides write-through of 64-bit values. Remote reads are not supported. Our Cashmere simulation assumes a network reminiscent of the Memory Channel but supporting remote reads as well as writes. For ATM and Memory Channel, we model contention at sending and receiving nodes, but assume adequate switching resources to alleviate the need to consider switching contention. The Ethernet model simulates a standard bus architecture network where all nodes must compete for bandwidth.
We measure performance using 4, 16 and 32 processors. Again the desire is to simulate reasonable systems and not to measure performance in extreme conditions.
Our simulations do not include checkpointing overhead or any measurement of recovery costs. While checkpointing cost is an important consideration in overall system performance, it does not directly affect DSM costs. On the other hand, logging overhead directly increases DSM costs. The number of log entries for a particular execution remains constant when checkpointing costs are varied. Table 3 contains information about the amount of data logged by each simulation. Log size remains constant when the log provider is changed from disk to peer. Cashmere logs far more pages than TreadMarks. When logging incoming pages, TreadMarks writes only the modifications made to the page since the last time the process read the page. Cashmere writes the entire page since it has no way of knowing which parts of the page have been modified. Even when a page is found locally on a node, Cashmere must log the page if any other nodes have touched the page. The lack of diffs forces Cashmere to log pages even when the changes may not necessarily affect a process's computation. Additionally, Cashmere maintains a large amount of page meta-state in the centralized directory. Because the meta-state information affects local process state, Cashmere must log every access to the shared page directory.
Results
The normalized execution times for TreadMarks and Cashmere on the Memory Channel with 32 processors are shown in Figure 4 . At its best, fault-tolerant Cashmere is 3.59 times slower than non-fault-tolerant Cashmere. The effects of the large number of log entries can easily be seen in vast performance differences between Cashmere with disk logging and Cashmere with peer logging. Peer logging on the Memory Channel has a much lower latency than disk logging. The burst bandwidth of the network is also much higher than disk bandwidth. For most applications, fault tolerance on TreadMarks can be acheived with only minimal overhead. Figure 5 contains the normalized execution times for the test applications running on TreadMarks with 32 processors for each of the three networks. Execution times are normalized to the same network configuration without fault tolerance. For the ATM and Memory Channel networks, only one execution shows lower overhead for disk logging than peer logging. On TreadMarks, disk logging has on average a 67% overhead versus 17% for for peer logging. The important factor again is that logging to a peer has a lower latency than logging to a local disk. For Ethernet, disk logging always provides lower overhead. The reason is that at low bandwidths, peer logging must contend with coherence protocol traffic for bandwidth. While the local disk does have a higher latency, its bandwidth is larger than Ethernet.
Peer logging overhead as a percentage of overall execution time remains almost constant when varying the number of processors. Of twenty four possible network and protocol configurations, none showed more than a 20% change in normalized execution time. Only one showed more than an 11% change. Logging overhead is affected most by varying the number of pages logged and the latencies between page accesses and synchronization events. Page access latencies remain fairly constant regardless of the number of processors. With the exception of network bandwidth for Ethernet, logging resources scale with the number of processors.
While reducing overhead is important, speedup and absolute execution time tell the real story. Figure 6 , fault-tolerant peer logging shows better speedup than disk logging.
Related Work
Fault-tolerant DSM systems are related to work on transactional virtual memory systems. Transactional VM systems, including Camelot [22] , PLinda [8] , RVM [20] and LDSM [5] , add transaction semantics to persistent virtual memory. A transaction consists of a start operation, a number of modifications to shared memory and either a commit or an abort operation. Transactions have three properties: first, atomicity: all updates made by the transaction either commit completely becoming globally visible or abort completely; second, isolation: changes made by the transaction are only visible after it commits; and third, automatic cleanup: uncommitted transactions in failed processes are aborted automatically. Transactional memory systems tend to differ from DSM in the number and frequency of modifications. Transactional VMs generally assume that modifications to shared memory are rare and persistent, whereas DSMs assume that modifications are frequent and transient. In each case, system performance is optimized to meet modification assumptions. Our protocol does not require explicit use of transaction semantics. All DSM operations inherently commit. By using asynchronous disk I/O our DSM and the user applications are persistent as side effect of the fault-tolerance mechanism.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented an efficient protocol for adding fault tolerance to distributedshared memories using peer logging. Our protocol uses independent checkpointing and isolated rollback for recovery from failures.
Our experimental results for two DSM protocols, Cashmere and TreadMarks, demonstrate that fault tolerance can be achieved with low impact on program execution times. In the case of TreadMarks, average overhead was 17%. A lazy release consistency DSM system using an update protocol might show even lower overhead.
We demonstrated the advantages of peer logging over local disk logging. In one extreme example for Cashmere, peer logging reduced program execution time by two orders of magnitude. In all cases, peer logging application have better speedup than disk logging applications. Our implementation of network logging is unique in that logging and recovery only involve a single process and its log provider. Peer logging is non-intrusive; it does not alter computation state on the log provider.
Our protocol is sufficiently general to be applied to almost any DSM system. Our work demonstrates that DSM systems with localized page meta-data have much lower fault-tolerant overhead ratios. We are exploring ways to relax Cashmere's global meta-data dependence to bring fault-tolerance overhead closer to that measured for TreadMark because Cashmere without fault tolerance is significantly faster than TreadMarks given a network with direct memory access. 
